When you walk in the front door...
There are people here to help you!
Front Desk ("Circulation")
When you walk in the front door...
There are lots of computers!

Five for quick work, no login required
When you walk in the front door...
There are lots of computers!

(student login required)
If you go outside, up one floor, come back in...
More computers!
(upstairs, in the Computer Commons)
If you want to print something...
There are lots of printers!
3 black & white (10 cents/page), 1 color (25 cents/page).
More upstairs in Computer Commons.
When you walk in the front door...
There are lots of books!
You’ll need an LAVC photo ID to check out books.
Most books are found in the following sections:
Reference Books
(Encyclopedias, dictionaries)
“Reserve Desk”
(Current textbooks for LAVC classes)
is behind the Front Desk (“Circulation”)
“Old Textbooks”
(Old editions of textbooks. Use at your own risk!)
“The Stacks” are to your left
“The Stacks”
In your Library, you will also find...

- Open study space
- Group study rooms
- Photocopiers (10 cents/page), scanners
- Magazines, DVDs, CDs
- Restrooms, drinking fountain
For more information about how to do research, access way more sources, and use the Library even when you’re not on campus, visit our website:

www.lavc.edu/library